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Leon and Arthur soon saw the face of the person who appeared out of nowhere.

"That's the Demon Lord!"

The other party was a middle-aged man of about fifty years old, with half of his face covered by a demon mask, concealing his

appearance. Several strands of strangely located grey hair hang down from his forehead; his aura was chilling and sharp, giving

off a faint, murderous vibe, evoking an extremely dangerous and sinister feeling.

At first glance, it was evident that he is no ordinary person.

Everyone was shocked once they recognized that they were staring at the Demon Lord, the criminal ranking third place on the

criminal list.

Though the Demon Lord hid in the central region and none of them ever saw him in person, the Dragon Corps published photos

and details about the Demon Lord, displaying the demon mask he wore and the strands of grey hair as the Demon Lord's unique

features.

Through those features, the others instantly recognized who he was.

"Leon, Old Thompson, you didn't expect me to have other tricks up my sleeve, did you? With the Demon Lord here, the two of

you won't be able to do anything!" The Southern Boss sneered and watched Leon and Arthur mockingly.

He declared war in the hope of eliminating Leon along with the Thompsons, but if he caused a large-scale casualty, the Dragon

Corps would not stand idly by, and the Southern Boss knew that he would suffer unimaginable punishment.

Hence, he needed a scapegoat and that was when he started considering the eight criminals.

As the underground ruler of the southern region, it was not challenging for the Southern Boss to get in contact with the remaining

three criminals on the criminal list. After much effort, the Southern Boss tracked down the Demon Lord and sought his help to

take the blame.

The Demon Lord was an extremely evil criminal who killed countless people, making him the perfect candidate to take the blame

for the Southern Boss after he killed the Thompsons.

Considering how powerful the Demon Lord was, even the Dragon Corps would not be able to do much about him, so the Demon

Lord had nothing to lose.

Naturally, the Demon Lord did not want to take the blame for anything and only agreed to do so after the Southern Boss paid

him.

At first, the Southern Boss considered hiring the Demon Lord to fight Leon and the Thompsons, but this would have cost him ten

times the price he paid for the Demon Lord to simply take the blame afterward.

Before this, the Southern Boss underestimated Leon and thought that the Thompsons and Leon would easily perish once he

joined forces with the Hiltons. However, he was proven wrong.

Leon killed the Four Apostles and the circumstances changed, placing the Spears and the Hiltons at a disadvantage. To win and

eliminate the enemy, the Southern Boss could only ask for the Demon Lord’s help at all costs.
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